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To the Editor,

Clinical prediction of airway difficulty is often incorrect

for endotracheal intubation and its alternatives.1,2 The risk

of such failure is reduced by checking previous anesthetic

charts – if clinicians can access them and if they contain

the information required. Unfortunately, charts from other

hospitals are frequently inaccessible and the records of

airway management incomplete.3

Shanahan’s clever difficultintubationapp4 addresses the

first half of this problem. The app produces a letter

available on patients’ smartphones, so clinicians can access

records of a difficult intubation even when the medical

records personnel have ‘‘gone home.’’ In its current form,

however, the app’s letter does not contain all the

information required.

The success or failure of bag-mask ventilation and

laryngeal mask insertion should be emphasized. These

techniques are primary rescue maneuvers for difficult

intubation, and each deserves a specific section. The

authors’ example does mention mask ventilation but lists it

confusingly, under ‘‘preoperative physical characteristics.’’

Furthermore, the quality of information about rescue

techniques should match that given for intubation. Details

of the operator’s method are useful, but what matters most

is outcome - how well it worked in the patient. The

authors’ example does this for intubation (‘‘grade III with

direct laryngoscopy, grade II with C-MAC’’) but describes

only the method for mask ventilation (‘‘two operators’’).

The outcome of rescue maneuvers should also be recorded

explicitly – not left to inference.

How might one record ventilation maneuvers? We recently

described a simple, objective scale based on capnography.5

Capnography is a direct, immediate measure of ventilation.

Our scale uses four grades (A-D) to describe mask

ventilation according to the shape and amplitude of the best

capnograph produced (Figure). It enables clinicians to record

both method and outcome for mask ventilation (e.g., ‘‘grade A

capnograph with Guedel airway’’). Capnography is also a

valid measure of ventilation through a laryngeal mask, and an

absent or inadequate capnograph is a sign of difficulty.2 We

suggest that the capnography scale could also be used to

describe the ventilation outcome when using a laryngeal mask

airway (LMA) (e.g., ‘‘grade B capnograph with Classic 4’’).

In summary, difficulty with intubation makes

information about its rescue maneuvers critical.

Clinicians need to know about the methods and outcomes

for intubation, LMA insertion, and mask ventilation. A

future version of difficultintubationapp that includes

information regarding rescue ventilation would be

welcome.

Figure Scale for grading mask ventilation.5 Grade A: plateau

present; grade B: no plateau, end-tidal (ET) CO2 C 10 mmHg;

grade C: no plateau, ETCO2 \ 10 mmHg; grade D: no ETCO2.

Reproduced with permission from: Lim KS, Nielsen JR. Objective

description of mask ventilation. Br J Anaesth 2016; 117: 828-9.

This letter is accompanied by a reply. Please see Can J Anesth 2017;

64: this issue.
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